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During the first quarter of 2020, Coronavirus pandemic hit different countries of the world including 
Palestine. The repercussions of the pandemic were starkly clear in the Old City of Hebron which depends on 
tourism in its trade and economic activity. Citizens stopped shopping as the government imposed lockdown 
and asked the citizens to stay at home to curb the spread of Coronavirus. 

HRC made sufficient utilization of its resources to curb the spread of Coronavirus. It recurrently sanitized 
the houses, alleyways and market of the Old City as well as the Ibrahimi Holy Sanctuary.  However, Israeli 
occupation impeded HRC’s efforts in many neighborhoods of the Old City and used the spread of Coronavirus 
to control the Ibrahimi Sanctuary and large parts of the Old City. 

Israeli occupation forces tightened their grip on the Old City by erecting military barricades and gates to 
restrict citizens’ freedom of movement and travel or arrival at the Ibrahimi Mosque, using Coronavirus as an 
excuse. Accordingly, Israeli occupation authority unleashed Israeli settlers’ assaults to take over Palestinian 
houses and properties, using different methods, including pillage, theft, destruction and fabrication of history. 

Israeli settlers erected a rock statue, with Talmudic menorah engraved on it, at al Qazzazin Arcade at the 
popular Souq in the Old City of Hebron. To serve the same colonial purpose, they also built Cafeteria in front 
of the Ibrahimi Compound and other structures in the usurped house of al Zaa’tari family. They also added a 
floor to the courtyard of the Ibrahimi Compound.   

The Israeli occupation government submitted to the demands of the Israeli settlers and agreed erecting 
a lift at the colonized part of the Ibrahimi Compound. Theis project was endorsed by the Israeli occupation 
government when Coronavirus pandemic was at its peak. 

HRC challenged through its Legal Unit these violations, utilizing all legal means to defend the citizens of the 
Old City and their properties as well as the historical and religious character of their Old City.

Drawing on its faith in the necessity of exposing and documenting Israeli occupation colonial practices, the 
Legal Unit of HRC used to issue its annual report on Israeli violations in the Old City of Hebron.

General Director of HRC

Foreword
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The Citizens of the Old City of Hebron experienced hard times during the year 2020. The outbreak of 
Coronavirus pandemic and its impact on the tourism sector which constitutes the nerve of the Palestinian 
economy in the Old City was starkly clear. Commercial stores were closed, and so their owners lost their 
sources of earning. The workers and beneficiaries of the commercial sector as well as craftsmen were also 
adversely affected by the pandemic-induced conditions. 

The closure of the Ibrahimi Mosque by the Israeli occupation authorities who used the pandemic as an 
excuse, was a hard hit to the tourism sector in the Old City. The worshipers weren’t able to arrive at the 
mosque, and the situation went down, as a result. 

Had these conditions not been imposed, the situation would have been much better. 

At onset of the year 2020, Israeli occupation authorities took many decisions in favour of the Israeli colonial project 
and settlers’ schemes in the Old City. These schemes weren’t reined in by the Pandemic. The Israeli occupation 
Minister of Army, Naftali Bennet, gave green light to Israeli settlers to build an elevator inside the Ibrahimi Mosque 
and construct a road in the garden of the Mosque that connects the cars park with the elevator location. 

Israeli occupation government activities’ coordinator in the Palestinian territories ordered implementation 
of all steps related to land expropriation and withdrawal of administrative and legal powers of the Municipality 
of Hebron and Islamic Waqf Department.  

The decision allows Israeli settlers to take over 333 dunums of land to implement the planned scheme. 

The repercussions of this decision pose extreme danger to the current situation of the Old City of Hebron and the 
Holy Ibrahimi Sanctuary. The decision is aimed to change the Islamic landscape of the Old City, wipe off its historical, 
cultural and architectural features and Judaize the Ibrahimi Holy Sanctuary and turn it into a Jewish synagogue. 

The Old City was also exposed to large-scale assaults by the Jewish settlers, including an assault on Al Zatari 
Family House by carrying out underneath excavations and other works inside. The Israeli settlers also changes 
the character of the Istiraha Building by building a third floor (Cafeteria) on its roof, just opposite to the white 
stairs in the usurped part of the Holy Sanctuary. 

Illegal and inhumane Israeli occupation practices pose clear danger to citizens’ lives and to their properties. It is a 
blatant assault on UNESCO which considered Hebron and the Ibrahimi Holy Sanctuary as part of the World Heritage. 

For the purpose of minimizing Israeli colonial expansion in the Old City of Hebron, HRC and its Legal Unit 
are exerting all efforts to thwart Israeli occupation decisions and stop settlers’ continued violations of human 
rights. It tries to achieve that by addressing all judicial bodies. It also asks the international community and 
human rights organizations to take practical steps to curb the Israeli colonial enterprise in the City of Hebron. 

 Emad Hamdan
Director General of HRC

Word of the Director General of HRC



Legal Unit
Introduction
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HRC established its Legal Unit to follow up and document 
the violations and crimes which the Israeli occupation 
government commits against the Palestinian citizens of the 
Old City of Hebron and their private property, defend their 
rights, raise their awareness of their rights, challenge Israeli 
military decisions through legal means, represent Palestinian 
victims in Israeli courts, expose Israeli government and 
settlers’ crimes against the Palestinian citizens through media 
outlets and human rights and international organizations, 
expose Israeli occupation colonial plans and follow them up 
with local and international organizations, including United 
Nations Rapporteurs and High Commissioners of  Human 
Rights as well as the United Nations Human Rights Council. 

Introduction 
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Israel’s occupation ongoing closure of the Old City since 20 years is coupled with more suppressive and 
repressive measures. Israeli occupation army and settlers’ violations increased in the year of 2020, making 
use of the spread of Covid19- that preoccupied the whole world. In light of Covid-19-induced conditions, the 
burden of the Legal Unit in confronting Israeli occupation violations increased.  

It faced growing challenges with regard to taking legal measures to press Israel to stop its violations. The 
main challenge rests with the urgent primary legal measures as Israeli occupation executive departments 
used to procrastinate handling of such violations committed by the Israeli settlers against the Palestinian 
citizens. Such policy of procrastination led created a fait accompli.   

During the year of 2020, Israeli occupation authorities issued a number of new military orders and 
extended others under security pretexts to provide services for Israeli settlers and cement their presence 
in the Old City. These orders paved the way for tightening the military closure of the Old City and stripped 
the Waqf Directorate and Hebron Municipality of their legal and administrative powers there to strengthen 
Israeli occupation control over the Ibrahimi Compound and its courtyards with a view to turn it into a Jewish 
Synagogue. Such trend pushed HRC to take a number of legal measures through its Legal Unit to stop Israeli 
settlers’ acquisition of the area. 

Despite all the challenges facing the Legal Unit, it continues its effort to face Israeli occupation army and 
settlers’ violations through legal means, including submission of complaints and petitions. It also documents 
violations and assaults, committed by the occupation army and settlers, in accordance with international 
standards. It provides its documents data for legal and human rights local and international organizations to 
update them on the Palestinian situation in the Old City of Hebron and expose Israeli occupation violations.  It 
submitted complaints to United Nations Special Rapporteurs and UNESCO to stop Israeli occupation violations 
which are paramount to crimes against humanity. Furthermore, the Legal Unit started preparing a complaints 
file to be submitted to ICC. 

In close, I extend my thanks to the Staff of the Legal Unit who stand behind its success.

Legal Unit Manager
Legal Advisor

Tawfeeq Jahshin

Legal Unit Manager’s Word



Legal Unit 
Achievements 

2020



1. Issuing and obtaining a precautionary order from the Supreme Court and the Central Court regarding 
the implementation of works under the construction permit on the land of the Old Busses Station.

By taking the necessary legal measures, the Legal Unit was able to stop the construction of colonial housing 
units for settlers on the land of the Old Busses Station. It submitted a petition to the Israeli Supreme Court, 
which in turn issued a precautionary order to stop the implementation of the construction work. 

It referred the case to the Central Court, which also upheld the previous decision.  The precautionary order, 
which stipulates stopping construction on the land of the old bus station, is considered an achievement. It 
delayed the occupying power decision to construct over the Palestinian citizens’ land. 

The Israeli occupation government allocated an amount of 22 million dollars to build 31 housing units on 
the land of the Old Busses Station, approved by the Israeli Higher Planning Council, knowing that the area has 
been closed by Israeli military orders since the eighties. 

 Photo No. (1): The 
plan announced by 
the Israeli settlers to 
build 31 housing units 
on the land of the Old 
busses Station.

Legal Unit Achievements 2020
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2. Removing Talmudic MenorahErected by Israeli Settlers on the Roof of the Ibrahimi Compound: 

On February 2020 ,23, the Legal Unit addressed the official Israeli occupation authorities through coordination 
with the Palestinian civil liaison. It succeeded in removing the candlestick placed above the Ibrahimi Mosque. Its 
installation there represented a violation of the sanctity of the place, a change of identity and a falsification of 
history, as the Ibrahimi Mosque is a two thousand years old Palestinian historical heritage and an Islamic mosque. 

Photo No. (2) Showing the menorah that settlers erected on the roof of the Ibrahimi Mosque



Photo No.(3) 
Showing the 

Bakri Building. 

3. Addressing UNESCO to update it on Israeli occupation 
army and settlers assaults on Ibrahimi Compound. 

UNESCO has been addressed several times about the attacks 
of the Israeli occupation army and its settlers on the Ibrahimi 
Mosque, the last of which was preventing the workers of HRC 
from restoring and preserving it, knowing that it was registered 
on the UNESCO World Heritage List of Heritage Places in Danger.
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4. Removing a concrete room from the land of Aref and Abdel Moneim Jaber

By adhering to legal measures and filing complaints with the competent judicial authorities, HRC succeeded 
in removing a building erected by Israeli settlers on the land of Aref and Abdel Moneim Jaber in the Baqa'a 
area.
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 5.Suspense of building a lift by Israeli settlers in the Ibrahimi Compound 

HRC was able, through legal procedures before the competent judicial authorities, to obtain an order to 
freeze the establishment of a lift for settlers' families in the Ibrahimi Mosque. Litigation proceedings are still 
ongoing. .
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 7 . Evacuating Israeli settlers from the house of Abdel Muti Abu Sneina on Al Shuhada Street

 On August 2020 ,29, the Legal Unit revealed a violation of the house of citizen Abdul Muti Abu Sneina, located 
in Al-Shuhada Street, knowing that the house was deserted due to the Israeli military orders imposed on the area. 
These military orders which have been imposed since 20 years affect all the houses and shops in Al-Shuhada 
Street and Al-Hisbah area. Based on the follow-ups of the legal unit, the situation in the aforementioned house 
was restored, and the door of the house was locked to prohibit Israeli settlers from raiding it again. 

8. Addressing UNESCO concerning Israeli occupation army and settlers assaults on the Ibrahimi Compound: 

UNESCO has been addressed several times about the assaults committed by the occupation army and its 
settlers on the Ibrahimi Mosque, the last of which was about preventing the workers of HRC from restoring and 
preserving the Holy Compound, knowing that it was registered on the UNESCO World Heritage List of Heritage. 

9. Submission of Complaints to UN Special Rapporteurs 

The Legal Unit of HRC submitted several urgent complaints to the United Nations special rapporteurs, the most 
important of which was a complaint regarding the prevention of restoration in the Old City and the Ibrahimi Mosque.

The Legal Unit wrote to «UNESCO» regarding the prevention of the restoration of the Ibrahimi Mosque and 
the placing of a rock menorah at the Souq. 
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8. Assisting in Releasing Detainees of the Old City

During the year 2020, the Legal Unit documented (30) cases of arrest of citizens of the Old City. The Legal 
Unit succeeded in following up (13) of them secured the detainees’ release. The remaining cases were referred 
to the competent Palestinian official and civil authorities or were released after interrogation. 

9. Maintenance of Citizens’ Houses Damaged by Israeli Occupation Forces

Fulfilling its tasks of restoring houses in the Old City, HRC repaired the damage caused to the doors of many 
houses that were broken into by the occupation soldiers. It gave them priority as emergency cases in order to 
support and secure the families inhabiting them and protect and preserve these heritage houses against the 
attacks of settlers’ assaults. 



Activities
 & 

Events 
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The Legal Unit of HRC received students (graduates) from the legal clinic of Hebron University. The students 
listened to a lecture on Israeli occupation violations in the old city of Hebron and the legal follow-up mechanism 
of these violations.

Monthly meetings with human rights organizations for discussion of the most outstanding matters related 
to the Old City of Hebron.

Legal Unit Achievements 2020
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A meeting via the zoom app was held  with human rights organizations to discuss several important matters 
related to the Old City of Hebron

 Meeting with international and local institutions to discuss violations of religious and educational rights 
and attacks on archaeological sites
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 Making field visits to victims of violations in order to provide them with legal and morale support.

Results of monitoring and documentation of Israeli occupation human rights 
violations carried out by the Legal Unit:

The total number of violations committed by the Israeli occupation army and settlers against Palestinian 
citizens and their property in the Old City during the year 2020 reached (610) incidents of human rights 
violations. Most of them were committed against Palestinian citizens and their property near Israeli colonial 
settlement outposts.



Field 
Research and 

Documentation 
Human Rights 
Violations in 

2020
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Israeli occupation authorities carry out systemic measures against the Palestinian citizens of the Old City of Hebron, 
especially those who live close to Israeli colonial settlements to expel them from their houses. Their properties are subjected 
to robbery and destruction, especially those located in the military-closed zone where no Palestinian is allowed to access. 

The staff of Hebron Rehabilitation Committee (HRC) which seeks to rehabilitate the stores, houses, architectural and 
cultural centers of the Old City were denied access.   

During the year 2020, the spread of Covid19- pandemic disrupted citizens and institutions’ everyday life activities 
and impeded the process of monitoring and documentation of the Israeli occupation violations against the citizens and 
their private and public properties. 

Despite these impediments, we documented (368) incidents of violations committed against the Palestinian citizens 
and their private and public properties.  Each incident has a number of violations that are different from one another 
in terms of type and target. 610 violations of human rights were committed against citizens and property.

The reports show that most of human rights violations which were committed during the year 2020 were committed 
by the Israeli occupation army and some by the Israeli settlers. 

 The below statistical charts show the number of violations documented by the Legal Unit of HRC:  

Chart (1) shows that some violations were committed by Israeli settlers accompanied by Israeli soldiers

Legal Unit Achievements 2020
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Chart (2): Percentage of assaults distributed over the perpetrating agency during the year 2020.

The total number of assaults committed by Israeli soldiers during the year 2020, is (336) violations, 
representing %55 of the total violations.

The total violations committed by Israeli settlers against Palestinian citizens and their property during the 
same period amounted to (226) violations, representing %37 of the total violations.

The total violations committed by the occupation army and the settlers jointly amounted to (47) incidents 
of violation, representing %8 of the total violations.

 These data indicate that the occupation army has the largest share in the assaults on Palestinian citizens 
and their property using false pretexts. The occupation soldiers also provide protection for the Israeli settlers 
who assault Palestinian citizens. 
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The Israeli violations of Palestinian human rights in the Old City and assaults on property, such as markets, 
shops, homes, religious places, and historical monuments, are in violation of all international laws and norms. 
They aim to liquidate the Palestinian presence and obliterate the identity of the place, imposing closure on 
the area and prohibiting citizens from entering it, depriving them of access to their homes or shops. 

They forbid them to exercise their right to worship inside the Ibrahimi Mosque. They assault Palestinian 
homes by looting and vandalism. They take all measures to force Palestinian citizens to abandon their homes 
to move settlers there to realize demographic change in the area.

Israeli violations are categorized by targeted group as follows: 

• Violations against the population: These include assault s against individuals (men, women, and 
children) or against groups of individuals. The total of these assault s amounted to 245 incidents of violations, 
including 73 violations against individuals.
• Violations against private property: such as shops, homes, and land owned by individuals... The total 

of these violations is 124.
• Violations against public property: such as streets, roads, public squares, schools, and religious places... 

as a total of 241 violations.

The following table shows the graphic representation of the violations, broken down by the target group:

Chart 34: Percentage of violations distributed by population and their public and 
private properties by the occupation army and settlers during the year 2020.

 Table 3: A diagram showing assaults committed by the Israeli occupation 
army and settlers against citizens and property during the year 2020

Distribution of violations by targeted group during 2020: 
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The assaults perpetrated against Palestinian citizens in the Old City either affect individuals - we classify them as 
individual violations - such as cases of arrest, physical assault, obstruction of passage through checkpoints or shooting  
... and others that affect groups of citizens - we classify as collective violations - such as cases of targeting students 
Schools or people with tear gas and bullets, or obstructing their passage or preventing them from reaching a specific 
place, such as praying in the Ibrahimi Mosque or obstructing shopping, using false excuses. 

The groups of citizens who are subject to violations include children, especially school students. 
It is important to note that due to the difficult circumstances surrounding documentation during the months of the 

year 2020, not all those affected were reached and accurately counted.

The assaults of the occupation army and settlers on the targeted population groups - individual cases - 
(children, women, men) during the year 2020 can be explained as follows:

• Assaults on children: the occupation targets children in its assault s on the population. The assault s of the 
occupation soldiers and settlers directly affected 19 children, constituting %26 of the total number of individuals who 
were assaulted. 

Assaults on women:

. Palestinian women play significant role in all walks of life. Women who under occupation face several challenges, 
and they deserve to be uplifted. Neither international laws nor humanitarian norms have prevented the occupation 
army and its settlers from carrying out crimes against the Palestinian people, including women, children, and men. 
Palestinian women were often targeted and victimized by Israeli occupation army and settlers. 

Palestinian women living in the old city of Hebron face difficulties and burdens of daily life. Their  suffering is 
compounded as a result of the practices of the occupation army and its settlers, which include obstruction of movement 
due to strict closure policies, checkpoints, and humiliating inspection. They are subjected to such conditions and in 
several times pregnant women put their newborns on checkpoints as they were denied access to medical centers.

In many cases, pregnant women aborted due to the direct physical assault 
they were subjected to by settlers or because of tear gas canisters fired by 
the occupation army in the area. Such situation affects the psychological and 
reproductive health of women and the safety of the newborn. Many Palestinian 
women were subjected to serious assaults, including firing, arrest, or beating. 

The year 2020 wasn’t different from the years before as %10 of the people 
who were subjected to Israeli violations were women. Women constituted 
%13 of the total percentage of the people who were detained by the Israeli 
occupation during the year 2020. 

• Assaults on men: the assault s of the occupation soldiers and settlers 
affected 47 men, or %64 of the total number of individuals who were 
assaulted.

Chart (4): The figure shows the size and percentage of 
assaults on population groups during the year 2020. 

1. Israeli Assaults on Citizens: 
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One of the most serious patterns of violence Israeli forces used against the Palestinians was the policy of 
shoot – to – kill. 

  -17year-old boy, Muhammad Salman Tohma Al-Haddad, was shot in the chest near the Al-Shuhada Street 
checkpoint - Bab Al-Zawiya.

The Palestinian Ministry of Health confirmed that the boy succumbed to his injury by a bullet that pierced 
his heart.

Muhammad Salman al Hadad was killed near the checkpoint erected at al 
Shuhada' street - Bab Zawya on 2 May, 2020

Martyrs:
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•  Legal follow-up of detention cases:

During the months of the year 2020, the legal unit documented (30) cases of arrest among citizens. The Legal 
Unit succeeded in following up (13) cases of them until the detainees were released, and the remaining cases 
were referred to the competent Palestinian official and civil authorities or were released after investigation.

16 men detained
10 children were detained
4 women were detained
The following table shows the number and percentage of detainees from each category of the population.

Chart (5): The percentage of detention of citizens, distributed by population groups during the year 2020.

Detention of Palestinian Citizens in the Old City:
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By means of intimidation, sabotage and assault, looting and pillaging, the Israeli settlers carry out their systematic 
attacks on the private properties of Palestinian citizens, such as homes, lands, cars, shops, and others, with the aim of 
intimidating the citizens, making them feel unsafe for their lives or money. Such assaults also aim to push Palestinian 
citizens to abandon the Old City.

During the year 2020, the incidents of violations against citizens' private property amounted to a total of (124) 
violations, the most serious of which were:

• Attacking citizens’ homes, smashing their doors, and assaulting their children. The houses of Naseem Badr, 
Muhammad Sadiq Aknibi and Nader Idris were attacked  on 2020/2/6.
•  Night raids by the occupation army of citizens' houses and repeatedly terrorizing the population.
• Imposing a siege on many houses and obstructing their residents from accessing them.
• Obstructing the restoration work carried out by HRC in the houses of citizens.
• Attacking the Gold Market shops by extending a sewage network related to the adjacent settlement outpost, and 

transforming the market into health-hazard. 
• Razing agricultural lands belonging to citizens in the old city and located 

near the settlement of Kiryat Arba in the Baqaa and Jabal Jalis area.
• Encroachment on the land of the citizen Aref Jaber in the area adjacent 

to the Kiryat Arba settlement, by establishing a settlement room to serve as 
a settlement outpost.
• Attacking citizens' cars and smashing their windows.
• Settlers attacked citizens' homes with stones and empty bottles in Jaber 

and Al-Salaimeh neighborhoods, Al-Shuhada Street and Tel Rumeida during 
provocative marches on Jewish holidays and other various occasions.
• Working on building a summer residence over the house of the Abu 

Rajab family, which was usurped several years ago?
 • Executing extensive restoration works in the Zaatari building, which 

was usurped several years ago?

1. Assaults on Private Property:  
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These assaults target religious places, streets, public squares, schools, kindergartens, and the assets of 
Hebron Municipality’s and the Awqaf Directorate, and others...

Occupation army and settlers’ assaults on public properties in the Old City during the year 2020 amounted 
to (241) violations, distributed as follows:
• Fifteen (15) assaults on schools, 

which constitute %6 of the total assaults 
against public property.
•(132) attacks on the streets and 

public squares, representing %55 of the 
total attacks against public property.
• (94) attacks on religious places 

c, representing %39 of total attacks 
against public property.

Chart (6): Shows the size and 
percentage of attacks by the occupation 
army and settlers on public property 
during the year 2020

2. Assaults on Public Properties: 
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• Setting up tents in the Ibrahimi stadium, gardens and courtyards of the Ibrahimi Mosque, and holding Talmudic 
rituals and celebrations of various natures.
•  Tours of settlers guarded by the occupation army in the markets of the old city.
• The occupation army stormed primary schools, fired tear gas at students, beat them and arrested them.
•  Obstructing the passage of the teaching staff and students in Cordoba Basic School on Al-Shuhada Street and putting 

a fence to isolate it from Al-Shuhada Street.
•  In an apparent move to fabricate history; On June 2020 ,17, the settlers installed a stone engraved with the Talmudic 

symbol “The Candlestick” on the archway of Souq al-Qazzazin.
• The settlers started adding a floor in the Ibrahimi Mosque Square.
•  Erecting caravans for settlement purposes in separate areas of the Old City including in the Ibrahimi Stadium, in 

front of the Ibrahimi Mosque, inside the old Hisba - to be used as hospitality units, each of which can accommodate eight 
families
• A huge candlestick was erected on the Ibrahimi Mosque.
• The occupation soldiers stormed the old Hebron municipality building several times.
•  Removal of military caravans from the Al-Karajat area (the old bus station) in order to carry out excavation works 

that serve the settlement objectives.
• Celebrations and religious rituals and lighting a menorah in the Kasbah market in the old city.
•  Chopping trees in the gardens of the Ibrahimi Mosque.
• Closure of the streets of Jaber neighborhood with cement blocks.
• Military orders to seize lands around the Ibrahimi Mosque to implement projects serving settlers. 
Building 31 colonial housing units on the Busses Garage Land: 
 In continuation of the settlement expansion in the old city of Hebron, the political level of the occupation state 

announced in late 2017 that it intends to approve the construction of thirty-one settlement housing units on the land 
of the old central bus station. The Israeli Ministry of Army together with colonial settlement associations, including  
so-called the Association of Renovators, the Minister of War and Civil Administration, the Antiquities Authority, and 
other colonial settlement institutions provided license for such colonial project.

This order was issued to promote the project that began in 1983, when the occupying power issued military orders 
to occupy the old bus station, expel its owners, including Hebron Municipality and and Waqf Tamim Al-Dari and the 
National Bus Company. These orders were all under false allegations and security pretexts. 

The case was filed with Israeli courts and a decision was issued by the Israeli Supreme Court stating that when the 
security need is ended, the situation will be restored to what it was before.

However, in the year 1991, the occupying power turned over the Supreme Court’s decision and allowed the 
construction of caravans for settlers in the station. A petition was submitted in 2008 against the establishment of this 
colonial outpost, but the petition was rejected and nothing changed until the occupation government submitted an 
application for a permit in the year 2017. 

In the same year, the occupying power decided to construct 31 housing units, and so moved the caravans to the 
eastern section of the garage for two purposes. The first is to build a settlement outpost on the western side adjacent 
to the settlement of Osama Bin Al Munqith School, which is called in Hebrew (Beit Romano) and the second purpose 
is to establish a huge camp and a huge infrastructure under security pretexts in preparation for building a colonial 
settlement. This prompted HRC to confront this settlement plan by submitting several petitions to the Central High 
Court. And we obtained a precautionary order banning construction in the western section of the station until 2021/7/7.

As for the eastern section, the Israeli army continues to build a huge camp, as mentioned previously, with the 
complicity of the Supreme Court that rejected the petition and the precautionary order that was presented by the 
Palestinian side to stop the occupation army colonial project in the area. The court rejected all applications submitted 
by the Palestinian side thereto. The case was postponed to until 2021/7/27 in order to give the army an opportunity 
to complete the camp before the court’s hearing.

Most serious assaults on public property:



Ibrahimi
 Holy

Compound
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The Ibrahimi Mosque is exposed, on a daily basis; to numerous 
violations represented in the inhumane practices of the occupation 
soldiers who are present at the checkpoints and gates set up to restrict 
worshipers and visitors access.

  It is also subjected to multiple incursions by settlers, who offer 
to hold various celebrations in its internal halls and external yards.

 The Prime Minister of the occupying state and a number of his 
ministers, including the Minister of Religions Affairs, desecrated 
the Ibrahimi Mosque several times during the year 2020. 

The visit was aimed at winning the votes of settlers as he 
promised to hand over the Ibrahimi Mosque to them. In addition, 
the year 2020 witnessed a Judaizing process against the Ibrahimi 
Mosque in a move aimed at confiscating it and turning it into a 
synagogue and annexing it to the so-called “Jewish heritage List.”

The Israeli right-wing parties made promises to judaize the 
Ibrahimi Mosque to win settlers’ votes.  Accordingly, the Israeli 
occupation government turned a blind eye to settlers’ construction 
of a «cafeteria» in front of the white staircase ascending to the 
usurped section of the al Haram al Shareef in accordance with 
“Shamgar» committee division of the mosque. 

The Israeli occupation government began preparing plans, 
monitoring budgets and giving orders to the so-called Ministry of 
Security to put its hand on the Ibrahimi Mosque and its courtyards, 
in order to implement architectural additions there, most notably 
the construction of an elevator, using flimsy pretexts that 
encapsulate its colonial intention with a human nature to gain the 
sympathy of public opinion.

Ibrahimi Holy Compound
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 • Allocating a part inside the mosque for the operations of circumcision of settlers' children.
• Erecting the Talmudic symbol “the menorah” on the roof of the Ibrahimi Mosque, raising the Zionist flags 

on its facades, building tents, and holding noisy celebrations of varied nature in its squares and within its 
sections.
• The occupation authorities exploited the “Corona” pandemic to implement their settlement plans, as they 

prevented Palestinian citizens from entering to pray inside the Ibrahimi Mosque several times and did not 
allow worshipers to exceed the number of thirty, while allowing settlers on many religious and social occasions 
to enter the mosque and perform their rituals, as well as to hold their noisy parties in the courtyards and 
gardens of the Haram.
• Closing the Ibrahimi Mosque in the face of Muslim worshipers on Jewish holidays using Corona pandemic 

as an excuse. 

Assaults carried out against the Ibrahimi Mosque include:
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The occupation authorities prevented the call to prayer from the minarets of the Ibrahimi Mosque 599 
times during the months of the year 2020.

 
The attached chart shows the number of times it was forbidden to raise the call to prayer during the 

mentioned period:

A chart showing the number of times the call to prayer was prohibited in the Ibrahimi Mosque for 
months of the year 2020



Coronavirus 
Pandemic 

Impact on the 
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Hebron 
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Coronavirus pandemic has severe impacts on the different walks of life of the Palestinian people, particularly 
in the Old City of Hebron since it is subjected to Israeli occupation army control and settlers domination. Its 
economy has been deteriorating since 20 years.  

Coronavirus Impacts:

Health Impact: 

The citizens of the Old City weren’t having access to the health preventive measures set by the Palestinian 
Ministry of Health due to the restrictions imposed by the Israeli occupation authorities and their arbitrary 
policy which objects to any health measures set by the Palestinian government and the Palestinian grass root 
organizations. The Israeli occupation authorities argue that such measures can’t be applied without liaison 
and permission in advance. It is important to remind that the Old City has been closed to the Palestinian 
paramedic service for 20 years. Had any Palestinian ambulance entered it, it would have been assaulted by 
Israeli settlers.

 The residents of the Old City who suffer from chronic disease, including diabetes and blood hypertension 
have no access to medicines because of Israeli occupation closure of the Old City. Their suffering aggravated 
at the first months of the spread of Covid19- pandemic.   

The City of Hebron suffers from water shortage as water isn’t regularly pumped into the city’s neighborhoods.  
So, the residents of the Old City suffer shortage in drinkable and house-hold-use water. They can’t solve this 
problem by buying water tankers as Israeli occupation forces don’t allow their entry into the Old City.

The water tanks which are installed on the roofs of the residents’ houses are unusable as they are damaged 
by Israeli settlers. They have polluted some of them with chemical materials to prevent the Palestinian 
residents from using them.  

Economic Impact 

The Economy of the Old City depends on trade and labour. The markets of the Old City were recovering from 
the Israeli restrictive measures before the spread of Covid19-. 

Coronavirus Pandemic Impact on the Old City of Hebron 
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After HRC set ambitious plans to operate stores and rehabilitate citizens’ houses, historical and religious 
sites as well as the infrastructure of the Old City. These plans encouraged shopping and tourism as well as 
recovery from economic recess. 

Economic recovery hasn’t lasted long as tourism, shopping, crafts workshops, glass and pottery factories 
deteriorated and Israeli occupation authorities exploited the pandemic and prohibited worshippers from 
arriving at the Ibrahimi Mosque. These restrictions paralyzed the markets of the Old City. 

The lockdown measures imposed due to Covid19- pandemic caused factories and workshops to suspend 
their work and lay off their workers, increasing the rate of unemployment.  

When the people and institutions decided to return to work and coexist with Covid19- pandemic, trade 
activity in the Old City remained weak because of the absence of local and international tourism which is one 
of the key pillars of its economy. 

Education Impact: 

The students of the Old City face different patterns of Israeli violations, including search and frisk while 
going to their schools and returning home. Some of they are subjected to punching and detention in clear 
violation of their right to education. 

While schools were closed due to the spread of the pandemic, the students and their families faced several 
problems as on-line education wasn’t easy for many of them. It was difficult for their families to provide 
laptops for them and some families weren’t having access to internet services.

To improve the educational situation of the students of the Old City and alleviate their suffering, certain 
facilities must be provided for them in line with the new situation reflected by the pandemic. 

Environmental Impact: 

Public, physical and mental health was significantly affected by environmental factors. Environmental 
pollution impacts human health and contributes to diseases spread. It affects mental health and causes 
depression, tension and anxiety.   
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The buildings the Old City of Hebron have humidity due to environmental reasons. Most of them were built 
by clay, and so the keep moisture in winter. 

The natural air that blows into houses is crucial for removing humidity and creating healthy environment 
that reduces diseases. Clean water and appropriate sewage system contributes to improving public health 
and preventing diseases spread. 

Some neighborhoods in the Old City also suffer from the phenomenon of raising animals or poultry in homes 
or basements (which are warehouses built under buildings that have no windows and are poorly ventilated), 
which leads to direct and dangerous air pollution

     Despite the impacts of the Coronavirus pandemic that overshadowed the area, HRC did not abandon its 
responsibilities towards the Old City and its citizens. 

Despite part-time job, and lack of resources, it continued to work on the following: 

1. Sterilization of the markets and alleys of the Old City, shops and official institutions and tourist facilities 
therein.

2. Providing coronavirus samples examining kits, funded by the German government, and handing it over 
to the Health Directorate.

3. Distributing 800 food parcels to residents of the Old City and closed areas, as the majority of the target 
group was from the working class who depend on daily income, and they were affected by the repercussions 
of the pandemic.

4. HRC placed its restored hotel at the disposal of the Ministry of Health and the Hebron Governorate to 
accommodate Covid19- infected cases.

5. Carrying out some emergency repairs and restoration works in public buildings such as the schools of the 
Old City, especially the Ibrahimi School, Al-Fayhaa and the Hebron Museum.

6. Continuing to monitor and follow up Israeli violations with the concerned authorities.
7. Issuing several reports to official bodies and international organizations to inform them of the status quo 

in the Old City and their compounded suffering under occupation in light of the Corona crisis.
8. Distributing cultural and health awareness brochures on the mechanism of preventing the spread of this 

Coronavirus and the mechanism of dealing with it.
9. Contributing  to organizing some recreational activities for the residents of the Old City in order to 

alleviate their psychological pressures and emergency maintenance work in some homes.



Monthly 
Violations 

Table 
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Description of 
assault

Location 
of assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Close the separation 
gate located at the 

entrance to the 
neighborhoods and 

prevent citizens from 
passing through

The 
neighborhoods 

of Jaber and 
Salaymeh

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IO)

A group of citizens1-1-20201

He was detained for 
more than an hour and 
prevented from passing 

towards the Sharia 
court

Rujabi 
checkpoint/ 
Sahleh area

IOFRagab Adel 
Hammad2-1-20202

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage (manly 

youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and Al-
Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
3-1-20203

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, popular 
market and 

banydar 
neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods4-1-20204

* Cut the back door of 
the house and throw 
rubbish and stones 
from the roof of the 
house towards the 
family members. 

* Assault by beating 
the young man, Abdul 

Rahim Abu Rajab.

Sahleh areaSettlers

* The family and 
home of the Abu 

Rajab family 
* Abdul Rahim 

Abu Rajab

5-1-20205

Raiding the homes of 
citizens at night and 

conducting statistics on 
their residents

Qaytoon 
neighborhoodIOFA group of citizens6-1-20206

Razing a land 
belonging to the Jaber 

family.
Al-Sahla areaSettlersCitizens Land7-1-20207

He broke into the house 
at night and searched itAl-BaqaaIOFWael Al-

Fakhoury's house7-1-20208

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage 
(mainly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and Al-
Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
10-1-20209

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, popular 
market and 

banydar 
neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods11-1-202010

1. Monthly Violations Table (January 2020):
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Raiding the homes of 
citizens at night and 

conducting statistics on 
their residents

The beginning 
of the Skafia 

Market
IOFAgroup of 

Citizens14-1-202011

The soldiers deployed 
heavily in front of the 

school gate and the 
Jaber neighborhood 
road, and obstructed 

the passage of students 
and citizens.

Jaber 
neighborhood IOF

* Students of 
Ziyad Jaber 

School 
*Agroup of 

Citizens

14-1-202012

Verbal and  physical 
abuseShuhadaa streetSettlersZidan Al-Sharbati 15-1-202013

Verbal and physical 
abuse of a number of 

children
Ibrahimi 
mosqueSettlersA group of 

Children15-1-202014

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage 
(mainly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and Al-
Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
17-1-202015

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, popular 
market and 

banydar 
neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods18-1-202016

Beating and ArrestJaber 
neighborhoodIOF

The student, Qusai 
Abu Hatta, (17) 

years old
18-1-202017

Jaber 
neighborhoodSettlersThe house of Aref 

Jaber18-1-202018

A number of citizens 
were detained near Al-

Rajabi building and 
prevented from passing

Al-Sahleh areaIOFThe house of 
Fawaz Jaber19-1-202019

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage 
(mainly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and Al-
Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
17-1-202020

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, popular 
market and 

banydar 
neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods18-1-202021

Arrest
Abu-Reesh 

checkpoint/Al-
Sahleh area

IOF

Mohammed 
Khaled Abu Turki 
28 years old (has 

disability)
22-1-202022
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Smashing the shop 
door which closed 
since more than 17 

years
Shuhadaa streetSettlersShop of Shaheen 

family25-1-202023

Abusive insults from 
the settlers against the 
residents of Shuhada 

Street
Shuhadaa streetSettlersA group of citizens26-1-202024

Hebron Rehabilitation 
Committee workers were 
prevented from entering 
the Ibrahimi Mosque, to 
complete the restoration 

work in it.

Ibrahimi 
mosqueIOFHRC workers27-1-202025

A metal tinplate is 
installed between the 

resthouse and the 
street.

southern of 
Ibrahimi 

mosque/Al-
Sahleh area

SettlersGoutnek Building27-1-202026

Hebron Rehabilitation 
Committee workers 
were prevented from 
entering the Ibrahimi 
Mosque, to complete 

the restoration work in 
it.

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFHRC workers28-1-202027

Renovating the second 
floor of the rest house

southern of 
Ibrahimi 

mosque/Al-
Sahleh area

SettlersGoutnek Building28-1-202028

Attacking citizens' 
homes with stones

Ibrahimi 
mosqueSettlersCitizens and their 

homes28-1-202029

Monument as a symbol 
of Jewish candelabrum 
on the roof of the house 

of Abu Rajab.
Al-Sahleh areaSettlersThe Abu Rajab 

family home27-1-202030

Launching tear gas 
canisters into the 

school and causing a 
number of cases of 
suffocation among 

students.

Old city/ 
Southern area IOF

*Old market (Al-
Soq) gate 
*Hebron 

Elementary School 
School students

30-1-202031

Launching tear gas 
canisters into the 

school and causing a 
number of cases of 
suffocation among 

students.

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street and Bab 
Al-Zawiya

IOFA group of citizens 30-1-202032

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage 
(mainly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and Al-
Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
31-1-202033

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

48times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-1\ 

-31\1\202034
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3. Descripti
on of 

assault

Loca3on of 
assault

A9ackerA9ackedDate#

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, 
popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

Israel 
Occupatio

nForce 
(IOF) and 

settlers

Old City’s 
markets and 

neighborhoods
1-2-20201

* Settlers attacked 
Mohammed 

Nairoukh and his 
family members. 

* The Israeli 
occupation forces 

beat Badi Al-Dweik, 
to prevent him from 
photographing the 
settlers ’attack and 

assault on Palestinian 
homes

Qafishah 
checkpoint / 

Jabal Al-
Rahma

IOF and 
settlers

* Muhammad 
Nairoukh and 

his family 
* Badi Al-Dweik 

* Houses of 
citizens

1-2-20202

Close the gate and 
prevent the passage 
of citizens from the 
market towards the 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

area and vice versa.

The gate of the 
barrier 

between the 
market and the 

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOFA group of 
citizens2-2-20203

Establishing a new 
gate for the entrance 

to the Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Ibrahimi 
mosque 
entrance

IOFA group of 
citizens2-2-20204

Launching tear gas 
canisters at citizens, 

their homes and their 
shops.

Shuhadaa 
street and 

Babzawyeah 
Entrance

IOFA group of 
citizens2-2-20205

He was detained for 
more than an hour 
and prevented from 
passing towards the 

Sharia court.

Abu-Reesh 
checkpoint/ 
Sahleh area

IOF
Mohamed Nour 

El-Din 
Salaymeh(18 

years old)

2-2-20206

Launching tear gas 
canisters at citizens, 

their homes and their 
shops.

Shuhadaa 
street and 

Babzawyeah 
Entrance

IOFA group of 
citizens3-2-20207

The roadblock is 
closed to residents 
returning to their 

homes

Shuhadaa 
street barrierIOFA group of 

citizens3-2-20208

2. Monthly Violations Table (Febuary 2020):
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He was hit by a 
rubber bullet in his 

eye
BabzawyeahIOFYoung Ayman 

Idris3-2-20209

Launching tear gas 
canisters at citizens, 
their homes and their 

shops.

Shuhadaa 
street 

Entrance/ 
Babzawyeah/ 

Shalaleh street

IOFA group of 
citizens4-2-202010

Launching tear gas 
canisters at school 
students while they 
were going home 
after school hours

Old city/
Southern areaIOFSahla Schools 

students4-2-202011

Soldiers of the 
military checkpoint 

intentionally 
humiliated citizens 
during their search, 
verbally insulted, 
and abused them.

Abu-Reesh 
checkpoint/ 
Sahleh area

IOFA group of 
citizens5-2-202012

Launching tear gas 
canisters at citizens, 
their homes and their 

shops.

Shuhadaa 
street 

Entrance/ 
Babzawyeah/ 

Shalaleh street

IOFA group of 
citizens5-2-202013

Kill him by firing 
live ammunition at 

him

Near 
Shuhadaa 

street 
checkpoint/ 

Babzawyeah

IOF
Muhammad 
Suleiman al-
Haddad (17 
years old)

5-2-202014

Closing the barrier 
and not allowing 
citizens to pass or 

return to their homes 
on Al-Shuhada Street 

and Tel Rumeida.

Shuhadaa 
street barrierIOFA group of 

citizens5-2-202015

Forcibly storming 
the house and 

breaking its main 
doors

Qasabet Al-
SoqIOFThe house of 

Nassim Bader6-2-202016

Forcibly storming 
the house and 

breaking its doors
Qasabet Al-

SoqIOF
The house of 
Muhammad 

Sadiq Qunaibi
6-2-202017

Forcibly storming 
the house and 

breaking its main 
doors

Qantareet 
DandeesIOFThe house of 

Nader Idris6-2-202018
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ArrestQantareet 
DandeesIOF

Muhammad 
Saadi Nader 

Idris, 18 years 
old

6-2-202019

He refused to let 
them build retaining 

walls around the land 
that collapsed due to 

rain

Tel-RumaidahIOF
The land of the 

Abdul Aziz Abu 
Haykal family

7-2-202020

Blocking citizens 
and prayers passage 

(manly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 
Al-Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
7-2-202021

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, 
popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s 
markets and 

neighborhoods
8-2-202022

A provocative tour 
that included settlers 
performing Talmudic 

rituals near a 
memorial plaque on 

the market

Entrance of 
the old city

IOF and 
settlers

A group of 
citizens10-2-202023

The settlers put large 
amounts of dust and 
stones on the ground.

Jabal JaleesSettlers
The land of the 
Abu Rumaila 

family
11-2-202024

The storming of the 
Ibrahimi Mosque

Ibrahimi 
mosque

IOF and 
settlers

Ibrahimi 
Mosque11-2-202025

Lighting installation 
in the usurped 
section of the 

Ibrahimi mosque.

Ibrahimi 
mosqueSettlersIbrahimi 

Mosque13-2-202026

Blocking citizens 
and prayers passage 

(manly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 
Al-Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
14-2-202027

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, 
popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s 
markets and 

neighborhoods
15-2-202028

ArrestIbrahimi 
mosque gatesIOF

Anas Amer 
Aldrabia (16) 

years old
16-2-202029
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Stopping the passage 
of citizens for more 

than an hour.
Ibrahimi 

mosque gateIOFA group of 
citizens16-2-202030

ArrestIbrahimi 
mosque gatesIOF

Yazan Lafi 
Fazaa Al-Jabari 
(17) years old

19-2-202031

Entering large 
quantities of metal 

tin sheets to carry out 
work near the 

Ibrahimi Mosque.

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque yardSettlersThe Ibrahimi 

Mosque yard20-2-202032

Blocking citizens 
and prayers passage 

(mainly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 
Al-Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
21-2-202033

* Closing the Hariqa 
area for more than an 

hour. 
* Blocking the 

passage of citizens 
and not allowing 
them to return to 

their homes.

Al-Hareeqa/ 
Wadi Al-
Hossain

IOFA group of 
citizens22-2-202034

The settlers attacked 
the Palestinian 

citizens with stones
Shuhadaa 

StreetSettlersCitizens and 
their homes23-2-202035

* Tents are erected in 
the Ibrahimi Square 

and near the Ibrahimi 
Mosque. 

* Putting berms on 
the wall separating 

the Salayma 
neighborhood and 

the Ibrahimi Mosque 
squares.

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and 
Sahleh area

IOF

* The Ibrahimi 
Mosque and its 

yards 
* Ibrahimiya 

Square

23-2-202036

* Tents are erected in 
the Ibrahimya Square 
and near the Ibrahimi 

Mosque. 
* Putting berms on 
the wall separating 

the Salayma 
neighborhood and 

the Ibrahimi Mosque 
squares.

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and 
Sahleh area

IOF and 
settlers

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque and its 

yards 23-2-202037
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* The Ibrahimi 
Mosque was stormed 
by the President of 

the Occupation 
government and a 

number of ministers 
and officials.

Jaber 
neighborhoodIOFRoads and 

Streets23-2-202038

* Brax construction 
of reinforced tinplate 

panels next to the 
white staircase on 

the settlers-
controlled side of the 

Ibrahimi mosque

White stairs/
Ibrahimi 
mosque

SettlersIbrahimi 
Mosque24-2-202039

Workers of the 
Hebron 

Rehabilitation 
Committee were 
prevented from 
completing the 

construction of a 
wall around the 

home of Radhi Abu 
Aisha.

Tel-RumaidahIOFHRC workers24-2-202040

ArrestQaytoon 
neighborhoodIOF

Nazir Ashraf 
Qafisha (17) 

 years old
26-2-202041

Blocking citizens 
and prayers passage 

(manly youth)

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 
Al-Sahla area

IOF
A number of 
citizens and 

prayers
28-2-202042

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old 
municipality 

square, 
popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s 
markets and 

neighborhoods
29-2-202043

IOF prevented the 
call for prayer 

(adhan) for 49 times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi 

Mosque
1-2\ 

-29\2\202044
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerDateDate#

The house was raided 
and searched, and 

surrounded and the 
soldiers were present for 

several hours.

Tel Rumeida
Israel 

Occupation 
Force(IOF) 
and settlers

The house of Imad 
Abu Shamsieh and 

his family
1-3-20201

Arrest them while 
returning from school.

Qafisheh 
checkpoint / Tel 

Rumeida
IOF

* The child 
Abdullah Yaqin 

Qunaibi (12) years 
old 

* The child Abdul-
Razzaq Muntaser 
Al-Shaloudi (12) 

years old

2-3-20202

Physical assault and 
threat of weapon

Near the Sharia 
Court / Sahla Settlers

Child Wadih 
Karam, Maswadeh 

(12) years
2-3-20203

The two students, who 
are from Khadija Bint 

Khuwaylid School, were 
detained while they were 

attending school.

The military 
checkpoint near 

Al-Rajabi Diwan
IOF

*The student Karim 
Abu Hamid is 9 

years old 
*Student Mustafa 
Al-Atrash 6 years

3-3-20204

The work of drilling and 
laying pipes on the 
surface of the gold 

market
Al Shallala StreetSettlers Soq of Gold(gold 

market)3-3-20205

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage .

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

and Al-Sahla 
area

IOFA number of 
citizens and prayers6-3-20206

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old municipality 
square, popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods

7-3-20207

The checkpoint is closed 
to residents returning to 
their homes on a street.

Tel RumeidaIOFAgroup of Citizens8-3-20208

BeatingIbrahimi MosqueSettlersIbrahimi Mosque8-3-20209

BeatingWadi El-hussainSettlersMuhannad Khalwi 
al-Jabari11-3-202010

BeatingNear the Sharia 
Court / Sahla SettlersTwo children from 

the Qafisha family
11-3-202011

Arrest
Ibrahimi mosque 

checkpoints IOFThe young Ahmed 
Jihad Abu Omar12-3-202012

3. Monthly Violations Table (March 2020):
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Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage .

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

and Al-Sahla 
area

IOFA number of 
citizens and prayers13-3-202013

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old municipality 
square, popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods

14-3-202014

Begin repair work inside 
the building and its 

external facades
Al-Sahla areaSettlersZaatari building15-3-202015

Replacing stones, 
performing excavations, 
and laying pipes for the 
tin room he built near 

the white staircase.

Ibrahimi MosqueSettlersIbrahimi Mosque16-3-202016

House raid and searchTel RumeidaIOFAgroup of Citizens17-3-202017

Extension of sewage 
pipes on the surface of 

the market
Al-Sahleh areaSettlersSoq of Gold17-3-202018

Raiding the house and 
removing the Palestinian 

flag from its roof

Al-Shuhadaa 
StreetIOFThe house of 

Zaidan Al-Sharbati18-3-202019

Blocking citizens and 
prayers passage 

Checkpoints at 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

and Al-Sahla 
area

IOFA number of 
citizens and prayers20-3-202020

Provocative tour, 
Blocking shoppers 

movement

Old municipality 
square, popular 

market and 
banydar 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old City’s markets 
and neighborhoods

21-3-202021

ArrestAl- QaranteenaIOF

* Muhammad 
Harun al-Tawil, 14, 

is a child 
* Wael Anwar Al-
Taweel, 17 years 

old 
* The child Imad 
Bassam Amr, 17 

years old

30-3-202022

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

47times
Ibrahimi MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-3\ 

-31\3\202023
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Attacking the center, 
sabotaging windows, 

doors, and the 
courtyard.

Tel RumeidaSettlers
Youth center 

against 
settlement

5-4-20201

Attacking homes, 
searching and 

harassing family 
members

Shuhadaa 
Street

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IOF) 
and settlers

*House of Zidan 
Al-Sharbati 
*Umm Al-
Salaymah's house 
*Moufid Al-
Sharbati's house

6-4-20202

 * Excavation works
 under the house

* The settlers continue 
to carry out work to 

change the character of 
the building

Sahla AreaSettlersZaatari building7-4-20203

Set up a tent 
settlement in the land 

of Salam Natsheh.
Tel RumeidaSettlersLands of citizens12-4-20204

Physical assault and 
spraying citizens with 

pepper gas
The Ibrahimi 

Mosque SquareSettlersAgroup of 
Citizens12-4-20205

 Physical assault
 against citizens and
 throwing stones at

their homes

 Ghaith and
 Salaymeh

neighborhoodSettlersAgroup of 
Citizens12-4-20206

 The establishment of
Talmudic ritesSahla AreaSettlersSultan Pool21-4-20207

Closing the barrier in 
front of the residents 

returning to their homes 
in Al-Sahla and the 

vicinity of the Ibrahimi 
Mosque.

The barrier 
separating the 
market from 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOFAgroup of 
Citizens24-4-20208

Forcing him to pay a 
fine of 200 shekels

Jaber 
neighborhoodIOFAhmed Al 

Salaymeh27-4-20209

Celebrations and 
noisy marches for 

settlers.

Tel Rumeida, 
Shuhadaa 

Street , Jaber 
neighborhood

SettlersAgroup of 
Citizens29-4-202010

Israeli flags hoisted on 
electricity poles in the 
streets and squares in 
the Old City areas.

Old CitySettlersStreets and 
public squares28-4-202011

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

56 times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-4\ 

-30\4\202012

4. Monthly Violations Table (April 2020):
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Beating
Near the Sharia 

Court / Sahla 
area

Settlers

The child 
Muhammad 
Abdul-Ghani 

Qafisha, 8 years 
old

5-5-20201

A military order 
confiscating the 

Ibrahimi mosque 
lands in order to carry 

out changes to the 
building’s features

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IOF) 

Ibrahimi Mosque12-5-20202

A provocative tour 
punctuated by racist 
and verbal slogans 
against Palestinian 

citizens.

Tel Rumeida, 
Shuhadaa 

Street , Jaber 
neighborhood

SettlersProvocative tour12-5-20203

ArrestShuhadaa 
Street IOFZidan Al-

Sharbati18-5-20204

Talmudic rituals and 
tumultuous 

celebrations of Jewish 
holidays

Ibrahimi 
Mosque IOFIbrahimi Mosque 

and its courtyards23-5-20205

Provocative tour in 
the markets

Popular 
Market, Old 
Municipality 

Square
SettlersAgroup of 

Citizens23-5-20206

beaten and using 
obscene words

The vicinity of 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque
SettlersAgroup of 

Citizens23-5-20207

Attacking homes and 
trying to harm 

residents

Near the Sharia 
Court / Sahla 

area
SettlersCitizens' houses 23-5-20208

Detention of young 
men, checking their 

cards, and obstructing 
their passage.

Old city 
enteranceIOFIbrahimi Mosque23-5-20209

Beating and 
Arresting 

Ibrahimi 
Mosque squareIOF

Mohammed 
Hisham Al-

Jabari, 35 years 
old

14-5-202010

5. Monthly Violations Table (May 2020):
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Citizens were 
prevented from 

performing the Eid 
prayer on the 

Ibrahimi mosque, on 
the pretext of limiting 

the number to 50

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOF

Total worshipers 
in the Ibrahimi 

Mosque
24-5-202011

Close military 
checkpoints and 

block the passage of 
citizens returning 
from Eid prayer.

Old city 
enterance and 

its 
neighborhoods

IOFPalestinian 
citizens24-5-202012

The workers of 
Hebron Rehabilitation 

Committee were 
prevented from 
completing the 

restoration work 
carried out by the 

committee within the 
Ibrahimi Mosque

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOF

Hebron 
Rehabilitation 

Committee 
Workers

28-5-202013

Attacking the center, 
sabotaging windows, 

doors, and the 
courtyard.

Tel RumeidaSettlers
Youth center 

against 
settlement

30-5-202014

Attacking the center, 
sabotaging the garden 

and courtyard.
Shalaleh StreetSettlersAgroup of 

Citizens30-5-202015

IOF prevented the 
call for prayer 

(adhan) for 56 times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-5\ 

-31\5\202016
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Detaining family 
members and preventing 

them from reaching 
their home, which is 
located next to the 

"Ramat Yishai" 
settlement outpost

Tel Rumeida
Israel 

Occupation 
Force(IOF) 

Members of the 
family of 

Muhammad 
Hamid Abu Aisha

1-6-20201

Concrete casting works 
in the Goutnek building

Ibrahimi Mosque 
squareSettlersIbrahimi Mosque 

square1-6-20202

Talmudic rituals and 
tumultuous celebrations 

of Jewish holidays
Ibrahimi MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque 

and its square2-6-20203

Detaining young men, 
checking their cards, 
and blocking their 

passage.
Old city GateIOFA group of 

citizens2-6-20204

Obstructing the passage 
of worshipers to the 
Ibrahimi Mosque to 

perform the Fajr prayer

Ibrahimi Mosque 
squareIOFA group of 

worshipers5-6-20205

A provocative tour of 
the markets

Popular Market, 
Old Municipality 

Square
SettlersA group of 

citizens
6-6-20206

  Arrest
Military 

checkpoint near 
Diwan Al-Rajabi

IOFIyad Mohammed 
al-Rajabi6-6-20207

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs were 

launched towards 
citizens, their homes 

and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens6-6-20208

* Severe beatings  
* Detention in an army 

camp.
Tel RumeidaIOF

• Younis Hashem 
Al-Azzeh 

• Mahmoud Abu 
Rumaila

8-6-20209

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs were 

launched towards 
citizens, their homes 

and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens12-6-202010

* Severe beatingsTel Rumeida Settlers
The young 

Muhammad Badr 12-6-202011

6. Monthly Violations Table (Jun 2020):
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Attacking citizens' cars 
with stones and iron 
bars and smashing 

them. 

Wadi El-HoussinSettlers

* Hamza Abdul 
Haq Al Jabari car 
* The car of Uday 
Abdul Karim Al-

Jabari 
*Ramiz Abdul 

Karim Al Jabari 
car 

12-6-202012

* Severe beatingsShuhadaa Street Settlers
The young 

Ibrahim Maher 
Badr

12-6-202013

Comment banner in 
Hebrew

Al-Ayeen Al-
JadeedahSettlersAl-Ayeen Al-

Jadeedah12-6-202014

Attacking houses with 
stones

Salaymeh and 
Ghaith 

neighborhoods
SettlersAgroup of 

Citizens
15-6-202015

* Raid and search of 
homes. 

* Detention of citizens
Wadi El-Houssin 

/Al-hareeqaIOFA group of 
citizens13-6-202016

Storming the house and 
carrying out work inside 

it
Qasabeh MarketSettlersThe Arafa family 

home14-6-202017

Raise the flag of the 
Occupying Power on 

the surface of the 
Ibrahimi Mosque

Ibrahimi MosqueSettlersIbrahimi Mosque15-6-202018

The settlers' carrying 
out excavation works on 

the façade of the 
Qantara

The Kazazin 
MarketSettlersQazzazin Market 

Arch15-6-202019

Installing water tanks 
and solar-heater mirrors 
on the old house of the 

Abu Rajab family
Al-Sahleh areaSettlersThe Abu Rajab 

family home15-6-202020

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs were 

launched towards 
citizens, their homes 

and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens16-6-202021

Detaining a disabled 
man and preventing his 
passage and the donkey 

he was riding on.

Abu-Alreesh 
checkpoint /
Sahleh area

IOFDisabled man17-6-202022

Settlers' implementation 
of the work of installing 
a stone inscribed with a 
Talmudic candlestick

The Kazazin 
MarketSettlersQazzazin Market 

Arch17-6-202023

installing cameras and 
extending the pressure 
reduction network near 
the door of the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

Ibrahimi MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque18-6-202024
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Detaining and 
obstructing family 

members' access to their 
home, near the Tel 
Rumeida colony.

Tel RumeidaIOF
The family of the 

citizen 
Mohammed 

Hamed Abu Aisha

19-6-202025

Close the military 
checkpoint and prevent 
the passage of citizens 

towards the Old City or 
out of it for several 

hours

Southern region 
barrier near the 
Abu al-Reish 

mosque
IOFPalestinian 

citizens21-6-202026

Place a metal fence near 
the entrance to the 

mixed Cordoba Basic 
School.

Shuhadaa StreetIOFCordoba Primary 
Mixed School23-6-202027

Tents were erected in 
plot No. (53) of the Abu 

Haikal family and  
greeted a political figure 

there.

Tel RumeidaSettlersThe land of Abu 
Haykal family23-6-202028

Break into the house for 
several hoursAl-Sahleh areaIOFHouse of  Al- 

kurds and Alqudsi23-6-202029

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs were 

launched towards 
citizens, their homes 

and shops

Ibrahimi Mosque IOFA group of 
citizens25-6-202030

Financial violation 
under the pretext of not 

wearing a mask.

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

Islam Al-
Fakhoury  26-6-202031

Storming the house and 
carrying out work inside 

it for the second time 
during this month.

Qasabeh MarketThe Arafa family 
home29-6-202032

Close the military 
checkpoint and prevent 
the passage of citizens 
towards or out of the 
Old City for several 

hours.

Military 
checkpoint near 
Diwan Al-Rajabi

Palestinian 
citizens29-6-202033

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

46 times
Ibrahimi MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-6\ 

-30\6\202034
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Set up tents in 
preparation for 
celebrations for 

settlers

Ibrahimi 
MosqueSettlers

Ibrahimi 
Mosque and its 

square
1-7-20201

Talmudic rituals and 
loud celebrations 

under the pretext of 
Jewish holidays

Ibrahimi 
Mosque squareSettlersIbrahimi 

Mosque square2-7-20202

Tear gas, rubber 
bullets and sound 

bombs were launched 
towards citizens, their 

homes and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IOF)

A group of 
citizens2-7-20203

Detention of young 
men, checking their 

cards, and obstructing 
their passage

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens2-7-20204

ArrestKarantina areaIOF
The young 
Muhannad 
Hussein Al-

Natsheh
2-7-20205

A monument was 
placed on the 

sidewalk of the main 
street

Tel RumeidaSettlersPublic property2-7-20206

Tear gas and stun 
grenades fired.

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens3-7-20207

Tear gas, rubber 
bullets and sound 

bombs were launched 
towards citizens, their 

homes and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens4-7-20208

Arrest
Ibrahimi 
mosque 
entrance

IOFYoung Hadi Abu 
Sneina5-7-20209

* Close the military 
checkpoint and 

prevent the passage of 
citizens towards Tel 

Rumeida and Al-
Shuhada Street. 

* Young men detained

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFPalestinian 

citizens6-7-202010

Attacking the house 
with stones

Al-Shallala 
StreetSettlers

The house of the 
citizen Samir 
Mahmoud Al-

Eidah
6-7-202011

7. Monthly Violations Table (July 2020):
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Tear gas, rubber 
bullets and sound 

bombs were launched 
towards citizens, their 

homes and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens8-7-202012

ArrestJaber 
neighborhoodIOF

* Amjad 
Mahmoud Jaber 
* Malik Harun 

Jaber
10-7-202013

* Close the gate 
imposed by the 

occupation army at 
the entrance to Al 
Harah and prevent 

citizens from passing 
through.

Jaber and 
Ghaith 

neighborhoods
SettlersA group of 

citizens11-7-202014

* Raiding and 
searching the homes 
of the Da'na family.

Wadi El-
Houssin /Al-

hareeqa
IOFAgroup of 

Citizens14-7-202015

Opening a cafeteria 
next to the white 

stairs at the entrance 
to the Ibrahimi 

mosque to serve 
settlers.

Ibrahimi 
MosqueSettlersIbrahimi 

Mosque15-7-202016

The occupation army 
carried out an 

expansion of the army 
camp

Qobelganeb 
areaIOFCitizens' lands15-7-202017

Attacking citizens' 
homes with stones 
and empty bottles

Tel RumeidaSettlersA group of 
citizens16-7-202018

Checking the identity 
cards of the young 

men and holding them 
for several hours.

Tel RumeidaIOFA group of 
citizens16-7-202019

Arrest
The entrance of 

Al-Shuhada 
Street

IOFThe boy Nour 
Al-Qawasmi17-7-202020

Tear gas, rubber 
bullets and sound 

bombs were launched 
towards citizens, their 

homes and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens17-7-202021

* Attacking the homes 
of the Esaifan family 

and attacking their 
residents.

Wadi El-
Houssin

IOF and 
Settlers

A group of 
citizens17-7-202022
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Replacing the 
guardrails of the 

protection from the 
stairs of the Ibrahimi 
Mosque and around 

the ancient well.

Ibrahimi 
MosqueSettlersIbrahimi 

Mosque21-7-202023

Run over with a 
settler's carAl-Sahleh areaSettlers

Child Wadih 
Samer al-Atrash 

(8) years old
21-7-202024

He laid an artificial 
Bible carpet in front 
of the entrance to the 
Abu Rajab house and 

placed chairs and 
tables, which 

hindered and prevents 
the passage of the 

Abu Rajab family to 
their home.

Al-Sahleh areaSettlersThe Abu Rajab 
family home22-7-202025

BeatingTel RumeidaSettlersPalestinian 
citizens23-7-202026

Tear gas, rubber 
bullets and sound 

bombs were launched 
towards citizens, their 

homes and shops

The entrance to 
Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab Al-
Zawiya / Al-

Shallala Street

IOFA group of 
citizens24-7-202027

Settlers remove 
Arabic banners on the 

doors of shops
Shuhada StreetSettlersThe land of Abu 

Haykal family27-7-202028

A provocative march 
and tour that included 

attacks on citizens' 
homes

Jaber and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhoods, 
Shuhada Street 
and Al-Sahleh 

area

SettlersA group of 
citizens27-7-202029

Stones attack and 
profanity directed at 

family members
Al-Sahleh areaSettlersAbdul Ghani 

Qafishah's house27-7-202030

Preventing citizens 
from reaching the 

Ibrahimi Mosque to 
perform the Fajr and 
Eid al-Adha prayers.

The entrances 
of the Ibrahimi 

mosque
IOFA group of 

citizens31-7-202031

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

49 times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi 

Mosque
1-7\ 
-31\7\202032
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Description of assaultLocation of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

A provocative tour of the 
markets

The popular 
market, 

Municipal 
Square

SettlersA group of 
citizens1-8-20201

Attacking houses with 
stonesTel RumeidaSettlers

The house of 
Yasser Abu 
Markhiya

1-8-20202

 Attacking houses with
stonesTel RumeidaSettlers

 The house of
 Yasser Abu

Markhiya
1-8-20203

* Beating by settlers. 
* They were arrested by 
the occupation soldiers

Tel Rumeida

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IOF 
+ Settlers

*Awni Imad Abu 
Shamsiyeh, 21 

years old 
* Marwa Imad 

Abu Shamsiyeh, 
18 years old 
*Fayza Abu 

Shamsiyeh, 46 
years old

1-8-20204

Beating and smashing the 
cameraTel RumeidaSettlersZidane Al-

Sharabati1-8-20205

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs

The entrance 
to Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens3-8-20206

Beating

The entrance 
to Al-Shuhada 

Street / Bab 
Al-Zawiya

IOF
 *Raed Zaheda, 46

 years old
*Fayez Ramadan, 

56 years old
1-8-20207

Building a third floor by 
installing metal structure

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque 
Square

SettlersAl Gutenk 
Building6-8-20208

A provocative tour of the 
markets

The popular 
market, 

Municipal 
Square

SettlersA group of 
citizens8-8-20209

 Close the military *
 checkpoint and prevent
 the passage of citizens

 towards Tel Rumeida and
 .Al-Shuhada Street

* Young men detained

The entrance 
to Al-Shuhada 

Street  
IOFPalestinian 

citizens9-8-202010

A provocative tour 
targeted  a number of 
homes in the Old City

Old city 
Market 

IOF and 
SettlersCitizens' property13-8-202011

Going up on rooftops.Banidar 
neighborhood IOFCitizens' homes15-8-202012

8. Monthly Violations Table (August 2020):
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Storming the house and 
Going up on rooftops. for 

more than 24 hours.

Jaber 
neighborhoodIOF

The house of the 
citizen Fawaz 
Zaraqo Jaber

15-8-202013

Set up tents in the square 
and the southern garden.

Ibrahomi 
mosqueSettlersThe Ibrahimi 

Mosque Square16-8-202014

A provocative march and 
tour that included attacks 

on citizens' homes.

Jaber and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhood
s,Sahleh 

area,Shuhadaa 
Street , Tel 
Rumeida

SettlersAgroup of 
Citizens17-8-202015

A military ceremony in 
the campus squares.

Ibrahimi 
Mosque IOFThe Ibrahimi 

Mosque17-8-202016

ArrestAbualrssesh 
checkpoint IOF

Muhannad Issa 
Al-Taweel, 18 

years old
19-8-202017

Attacking to the citizens 
passing by the Sharia 
court using profanity

Sahleh areaSettlersA group of 
citizens19-8-202018

Checking the identity 
cards of the young men 
and holding them for 

several hours.
Tel RumeidaIOFA group of 

citizens20-8-202019

The Ibrahimi 
MosqueSettlersThe Ibrahimi 

Mosque20-8-202020

Obstructing the passage 
of worshipers heading for 

the noon prayer in the 
Ibrahimi mosque.

Gates and 
entrances to 
the Old City 

and the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOFA group of 
citizens21-8-202021

A provocative tour of the 
markets and roads.

The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 

square

SettlersA group of 
citizens22-8-202022

A number of settlers 
attacked the citizens 
insulted by profanity

Tel RumeidaSettlersA group of 
citizens23-8-202023

A provocative march and 
tour that included attacks 

on citizens' homes

Jaber and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhood
s,Sahleh 

area,Shuhadaa 
Street , Tel 
Rumeida

SettlersA group of 
citizens23-8-202024
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A group of settlers 
stormed the Ibrahimi 

Mosque, climbed on its 
roof, and raised flags and 

banners calling for the 
right of Jews in the city 

of Hebron.

Ibrahimim 
mosqueIOFIbrahimim 

mosque24-8-202025

A tour of settlers, 
standing for several hours 
near Eyen Jadedah area.

Tel RumeidaSettlersEyen Jadedah area25-8-202026

A provocative march and 
tour that included attacks 

on citizens' homes

Jaber and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhood
s,Sahleh 

area,Shuhadaa 
Street , Tel 
Rumeida

SettlersA group of 
citizens24-8-202027

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs

The entrance 
to Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens28-8-202028

The gate was closed by 
the occupation army and 
citizens were prevented 
from passing through it.

Salaymeh 
neighborhood
s, Al-Sahleh 
area 

IOFA group of 
citizens29-8-202029

Tear gas, rubber bullets 
and sound bombs

The entrance 
to Al-Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens29-8-202030

Breaking into the main 
gate, breaking into the 

house and its 
departments, and staying 

in it for several hours

Shuhada 
StreetSettlersA group of 

citizens29-8-202031

Detaining for more than 
an hour

Ibrahimi 
Mosque IOF

Ashraf Gabriel 
Hassouneh 30-8-202032

* Obstructing the 
restoration work carried 

out by the Hebron 
Rehabilitation Committee 

on the kindergarten 
building. 

* The occupation soldiers 
stormed the Rawda 

building.

Shuhada 
Street

 IOF and
Settlers

* Kindergarten 
Street Al Shuhada 
* Workers of the 

Hebron 
Rehabilitation 

Committee

31-8-202033

IOF prevented the call for 
prayer (adhan) for 50 

times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-8\ 

-31\8\202034
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Description of 
assault

Location 
of assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Preventing the 
passage of 

worshipers for 
Fajr prayer in the 

Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi to enter 
and pray in the 

Haram

Gates and 
entrances 
to the Old 
City and 

the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Israel 
Occupat

ion 
Force(I

OF)

A group of 
citizens1-9-20201

Arrest

 Entrance to
 the Kiryat

 Arba
settlement

IOF
Dalal Al-

Jabri3-9-20202

Preventing the 
passage of 
worshipers 

heading for noon 
prayer in the Al-

Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

Gates and 
entrances 
to the Old 
City and 

the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOF

A group of 
citizens4-9-20203

A provocative 
tour of the 
markets

 The
 popular
 market,

 Old
 municipal
 square and
 Banydaar
neighborho

od

SettlersA group of 
citizens5-9-20204

Attacking 
citizens' homes 

with stones

Al-
 Shuhada
  Street

SettlersA group of 
citizens5-9-20205

Home raid and 
search

Al-Harika / 
Wadi Al-
Hussain

IOFCitizens' 
Homes5-9-20206

9. Monthly Violations Table (September 2020):
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Attacking 
citizens' homes 

with stones

Tel 
RumeidaSettlers

* House of 
Idris Zahid 
* Haitham 
Al-Natsheh 

House

5-9-20207

Settlers attacked 
her home with 

stones, wounding 
her in the leg

 Tel
RumeidaSettlersZahra Khalil 

Natsheh5-9-20208

Attacking the 
house with 

empty bottles 
and stones.

Near the 
settlement 
of Kiryat 

Arbaa

Settlers
Khalifa 
Dana's 
House

6-9-20209

Raiding the 
house and rising 
to its roof in the 

evening.

Jaber 
neighborho

ods
IOF

The house of 
the citizen 

Fawaz 
Zarako Jaber

6-9-202010

ArrestIbrahimi 
MosqueIOF

Amna 
Abdulghani 
Abu Turki, 
21 years old

7-9-202011

Make extensions 
to network 

surveillance and 
cameras

Ibrahimi 
Mosque 
square

IOF
Ibrahimi 

Mosque and 
its square

8-9-202012

Preventing 
Hebron 

Rehabilitation 
Committee 

workers from 
bringing in 

materials for 
restoration and 
maintenance 

work in the Tel 
Rumeida area.

Tel 
RumeidaIOF

Hebron 
Rehabilitati

on 
Committee 

workers

9-9-202013
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Preventing 
Hebron 

Rehabilitation 
Committee 

workers from 
completing 

restoration work 
at Riad Abu 

Hazza's house.

Tel 
RumeidaIOF

Hebron 
Rehabilitatio
n Committee 

workers

10-9-202014

Preventing 
Hebron 

Rehabilitation 
Committee 

workers from 
completing 

maintenance on 
the roofs of the 
Zallum family 

shops.

Al-Qazazin 
SoqIOF

Hebron 
Rehabilitatio
n Committee 

workers

10-9-202015

A provocative 
tour of the 

markets

The 
popular 
market, 

Old 
municipal 
square and 
Banydaar 

neighborho
od

SettlersA group of 
citizens12-8-202016

ArrestPreventing 
Hebron 

Rehabilitation 
Committee 

workers from 
completing 

repair work on 
the Zaitoun 

family home.

Old 
Shalaleh 

Street
IOF

Hebron 
Rehabilitatio
n Committee 

workers

12-8-202017
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Talmudic 
celebrations 
inside the 

sanctuary and 
loud ones in its 

gardens and 
squares.

Ibrahimi 
MosqueSettlersIbrahimi 

Mosque12-8-202018

Detention and 
not allowing 

passage outside 
Al-Shuhada 

Street.

Shuhada 
Street 

checkpoint
IOF

* Teachers 
of Cordoba 
School and 

some 
students. 
*Field 

researcher in 
the Hebron 

Rehabilitatio
n Committee

15-8-202019

Obstructing the 
passage of a 

teacher towards 
the Cordoba 

School where 
she works.

Entrance to 
Cordoba 
School / 

Al-
Shuhada 

Street

IOF

One of the 
teachers of 

Korba 
School

16-9-202020

Raise and install 
israeli flags on 
lighting poles.

Al-
Shuhada 

Street / Tel 
Rumeida / 
Al-Sahla

SettlersOld city 
streets17-9-202021

A provocative 
march and tour 
that included 

attacks on 
citizens' homes

Jaber and 
Salaymeh 

neighborho
ods,Sahleh 
area,Shuha
daa Street , 

Tel 
Rumeida

SettlersA group of 
citizens18-9-202022
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A provocative 
tour of the 

markets and 
lanes.

The 
popular 
market / 

Municipal 
Square

SettlersA group of 
citizens19-9-202023

Closing the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque, 

preventing 
Muslim 

worshipers from 
being there, and 
allowing Jewish 

settlers to be 
present there on 
the pretext of the 

Hebrew New 
Year.

Ibrahimim 
mosqueIOFIbrahimim 

mosque19-9-202024

Closure of the 
Ibrahimi Mosque 
for another day

Ibrahimim 
mosqueIOFIbrahimim 

mosque20-9-202025

Under the pretext 
of expanding 

settlement street; 
Dredging the 
lands of Judy 
Abdel-Jawad 
Jaber and the 

land of 
Mohammed 

Jaber Deeb Jaber, 
which is wooded 
with fruit trees.

The 
entrance to 

the 
Kharsina 
settlement

SettlersCitizens' 
lands20-9-202026

Arrested while 
returning home 
from school.

Abu al-
Rish 

checkpoint 
/ al-Sahla 

Area

IOF

Child Yamen 
Al-Ajlouni 

(school 
student)

21-9-202027
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 Putting banners
 in Hebrew on the

 Cave Gate and
 on the shrines of
 the prophets and

 It,their wives
 was removed

 after the end of
 their Talmudic

rituals.

Ibrahimim 
mosqueSettlersIbrahimi 

mosque22-9-202028

Military order to 
seize multiple 

places on 
security grounds.

Tel 
Rumeida, 
Al-Sahla, 

Al-
Salaymeh 

neighborho
od, Al-Ras, 
and Wadi 

Abu 
Ayyash

IOFCitizens' 
lands23-9-202029

Tear gas and stun 
grenades fired.

Al-
SalaymehIOFA group of 

citizens25-9-202030

A provocative 
march and tour 
that included 

attacks on 
citizens' homes

Shuhada 
StreetSettlersA group of 

citizens26-9-202031

The gate was 
closed by the 

occupation army 
and citizens were 
prevented from 
passing through 

it.

Al-
Salaymeh 

and Sahleh 
area 

IOF

Ghaith and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhoo
ds 

26-9-202032

Attacking 
citizens on Al-
Shuhada Street 
and attacking 

their homes with 
stones.

Shuhada 
StreetSettlers

* A group of 
citizens 

* Palestinian 
homes

26-9-202033
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Closing the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque, 

preventing 
Muslim 

worshipers from 
being there, and 
allowing Jewish 

settlers to be 
present there on 
the pretext of the 

Yom Kippur.

Ibrahimim 
mosque

IOF

Ibrahimi 
Mosque28-9-202034

Preventing them 
from entering the 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

without prior 
notice and 

without giving 
reasons.

Ibrahimim 
mosque

IOFDirector 
General of 
the Islamic 

Endowments 
and a 

number of 
Ibrahimi 
mosque 

employees

29-9-202035

The occupation 
army expelled 
the staff and 
crew of the 

Ibrahimi Mosque 
from it and 

closed it without 
giving reasons.

Ibrahimim 
mosque

IOF
* The 

Ibrahimi 
Mosque 

* The staff 
and the 

employees

29-9-202036

IOF prevented 
the call for 

prayer (adhan) 
for 50 times

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi 

Mosque
1-9\ 

-30\9\202034
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Installing many 
tents in the 

courtyards and 
gardens of the 

Ibrahimi Mosque

Yards and 
gardens of 

the Ibrahimi 
Mosque

Settlers
Yards of the 

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

1-10-20201

Closure of the 
Ibrahimi Mosque 

to Muslim 
worshipers and 

permitting it 
completely to 

Jewish settlers on 
the pretext of the 

festival of 
umbrella

 Entrance to
 the Kiryat

 Arba
settlement

 Settlers +
 Israel

 Occupation
Force(IOF)

 Ibrahimi
Mosque2-10-20202

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque continued 

to be closed to 
Muslim 

worshipers, and 
Jewish settlers 
permanently 
canceled the 
pretext of the 
festival of the 
Umbrella (the 

Throne) and the 
gates leading to its 

squares were 
closed.

 Ibrahimi
MosqueIOF

 Ibrahimi
 Mosque3-10-20203

Preventing the 
passage of 
worshipers 

heading to prayer 
in the Al-Haram 

al-Ibrahimi.

 Entrance of
 the Ibrahimi

mosque
IOFA group of 

citizens4-10-20204

10. Monthly Violations Table (October 2020):
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A provocative tour 
of the markets

 The 
 popular

 market, Old
 municipal
 square and
 Banydaar
neighborho

od

SettlersA group of 
citizens7-10-20205

Loud Talmudic 
celebrations in the 

corridors and 
squares of the 
Tomb of the 

Patriarchs, which 
disturbed the 

citizens, especially 
the elderly and the 

sick.

Shuhada 
Street Settlers

* Ibrahimi 
Mosque 

*A group of 
citizens

7-10-20206

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque continues 

to be closed to 
Muslim 

worshipers and the 
gates leading to its 
squares are closed.

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi 

Mosque8-10-20207

ArrestSzeq
aq omyanIOF

* 
Muhammad 
Fayez Al-

Yazouri (19) 
years old 
* Nadim 

Amjad Al-
Talhami (18) 

years old

9-10-20208
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A provocative tour 
of the markets

 The 
popular 

market, Old 
municipal 
square and 
Banydaar 

neighborho
od

Settlers A group of 
citizens9-10-20209

The continued 
closure of the 

Ibrahimi Mosque 
to Muslim 

worshipers and the 
closing of the 

gates leading to its 
squares

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi 

Mosque10-10-202010

The continued 
closure of the 

Ibrahimi Mosque 
to Muslim 

worshipers and the 
closing of the 

gates leading to its 
squares

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOFIbrahimi 
Mosque11-10-202011

Obstructing the 
passage of 

worshipers heading 
to Friday prayers in 

the Ibrahimi 
Mosque.

Gates and 
entrances to 
the Old City 

and the 
Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOF
A group of 

citizens16-10-202012

Close military 
checkpoints and 

prevent the passage 
of citizens towards 
their homes after 
Friday prayers.

Tel Rumeida 
+ Al-

Shuhada 
Street

IOFA group of 
citizens

16-10-202013
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A provocative tour 
of the markets

 The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 
square and 
Banydaar 

neighborhoo
d

Settlers A group of 
citizens17-10-202014

Detaining a number 
of young men, 
checking their 

identity cards, and 
blocking their 

passage towards the 
Old City

Old 
Municipality 
Gate Square

IOF
A group of 
young men18-10-202015

Detain her for more 
than an hour and not 

let her pass

Al-Sahla / 
Abu Al-Rish

IOF  Maryam Adly19-10-202016

Breaking into the 
house, checking the 

ownership of the 
house and 

provoking the 
children in the 

house.

Banydaar 
neighborhoo

d 

IOF+ 
Settlers 

Nasser Idris 
House20-10-202017

Obstructing the 
passage of 

worshipers heading 
to Friday prayers in 

the Ibrahimi 
Mosque.

Yards and 
gardens of 

the Ibrahimi 
Mosque

IOF
A group of 

citizens23-10-202018

Firing tear gas and 
stun grenades at the 
citizens, their homes 

and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada 

Street
IOF

A group of 
citizens24-10-202019

A provocative tour 
of the markets

 The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 
square and 
Banydaar 

neighborhoo
d

Settlers
A group of 

citizens24-10-202020
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A commercial 
"caravan" corner in 

front of the 
Palestinian citizens' 

shops opposite to 
the Haram rest area, 

and chairs and 
tables were placed 

in the place

Al-SahlaSettlers
Old city 
streets26-10-202021

A group of settler 
women and children 
infiltrated the Bani 
Dar neighborhood 
and photographed 

citizens houses.

Banydaar 
neighborhoo

d
Settlers

Citizen's 
Homes27-10-202022

Obstructing the 
passage of citizens 

and worshipers 
coming to celebrate 

the birth of the 
Prophet.

The gates 
surrounding 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF
A group of 

citizens29-10-202023

Close the gates in 
the face of citizens 
coming to celebrate 
the birthday of the 

Prophet an hour 
after some citizens 

entered.

The gates 
surrounding 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOF
A group of 

citizens29-10-202024

The attempts of the 
occupation army to 
prevent the mayor 
of Hebron and his 

escorts from 
reaching the 

Ibrahimi Mosque.

Ibrahimim 
mosque 

gates
IOF

Mayor of 
Hebron29-10-202025

A provocative tour 
of the markets

 The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 

square 

Settlers
A group of 

citizens31-10-202026

beating  women and 
children by Settlers

Jaber 
neighborhoo

ds
Settlers

A group of 
citizens31-10-202027
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 Breaking into the
 house and

 assaulting Arif
 Jaber's wife and one

of her children

 Jaber
neighborhoo

ds
IOFCitizen Aref 

Jaber House31-10-202028

Arrest
 Jaber

neighborhoo
ds

IOF
Mohammed 
Aref Jaber 

Jaber
31-10-202029

Tear gas and sound 
bombs were fired at 
citizens, their homes 

and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada 

Street
IOFA group of 

citizens31-10-202030

Closing the 
checkpoint and 

preventing citizens 
from returning to 

their homes on Al-
Shuhada Street and 

Tel Rumeida

Shuhada 
Street 

checkpoint 
IOF

A group of 
citizens31-10-202031

IOF prevented the 
call for prayer 

(adhan) for 50 times

Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOF

Ibrahimi 
Mosque

1-10\ 
-31\10\202

0
32
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Description of 
assault

Location of 
assault

Attack
erAttackedDate#

The extension of a sewage 
network and the presence 
of a leak on the roof of the 

market behind Abu 
Manshar and Al-Jabali 

shops

Old Gold 
Market(Soq of 

Gold)
Settlers

Old Gold 
Market(Soq of 

Gold)
1-11-20201

Erecting a large tent in 
front of the Ibrahimi 

mosque.

* The Ibrahimi 
mosque's squares 

and gardens
Settlers

*Ibrahimi Mosque 
*Ibrahimi Mosque 
yards and gardens 3-11-20202

Holding a ceremony in 
support of the American 
president, and holding 

rituals to claim success in 
the American elections.

* The Ibrahimi 
mosque's squaresSettlers

*Ibrahimi Mosque 
*Ibrahimi Mosque 
yards and gardens 3-11-20203

Breaking into the house, 
checking the ownership, 

and provoking the children 
in the house.

Banydaar 
neighborhood

Settlers + 
Israel 

Occupation 
Force(IOF)

Nasser Idris House3-11-20204

Attempting to prevent 
students from passing Al-

Shuhada Street while 
returning home from 

school.

Shuhada StreetSettlersStudents of 
Cordoba School3-11-20205

The attack on the house of 
Moufid Al-Sharbati, a 

group of workers, and a 
car carrying building 

materials belonging to the 
house of Moufid Al-

Sharbati.

Shuhada StreetSettlers
* Mofid Al-

Sharbati House 
* A group of 

workers

3-11-20206

 Preventing the passage of
 worshipers heading to

prayer in the Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

 Entrance of the
Ibrahimi mosqueIOFA group of citizens6-11-20207

Breaking into the house, 
checking and asking the 
family who live in it to 

leave it as soon as 
possible.

Banydaa
r neighborhood

IOF and 
settlersNasser Idris House6-11-20208

A provocative tour of the 
markets

The popular 
market, Old 

municipal square 
and Banydaar 
neighborhood

Settlers A group of citizens7-11-20209

Workers of the Hebron 
Rehabilitation Committee 

were prevented from 
completing restoration 
work on the roof of the 
Zaitoun family home.

 Old Shalalah
 StreetIOFWorkers of HRC 8-11-202010

11. Monthly Violations Table (November 2020):
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A stone inscribed with a 
Talmudic menorah is 

installed on the arch of the 
Qazzazin market.

Qantara Souq and 
Al Qazzazin 

neighborhood

IOF and 
settlers

Old popular 
market10-11-202011

Breaking into the old 
municipality building and 

staying in it for several 
hours.

Old Municipality 
Gate SquareIOFOld municipality 

Building11-11-202012

He was arrested for several 
hours and then released

Jaber 
neighborhoodIOFA citizen11-11-202013

Preventing the passage of 
worshipers heading to 

prayer in the Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

Entrance of the 
Ibrahimi mosqueIOFA group of citizens13-11-202014

Holding celebrations 
during which donations are 

collected under the title 
(liberating Jewish homes 
from the hands of Arabs)

The Ibrahimi 
mosque's gardensSettlersThe Ibrahimi 

Mosque Square13-11-202015

Firing tear gas and stun 
grenades at the citizens, 
their homes and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada StreetIOFA group of citizens14-11-202016

*Closure of the Ibrahimi Mosque 
to Muslim worshipers and its 

complete use by settlers. 
*Closing the gates separating the 

market from Al-Sahla and 
preventing movement through it.

Ibrahimi Mosque 
and its squareIOFIbrahimi Mosque14-11-202017

Breaking into the house 
and going up on its roof 

under the pretext of 
conducting military 

exercises.

Jaber 
neighborhoodIOFCitizen Fawaz 

Jaber House15-11-202018

The settlers' completion of 
the construction of the roof 

of the rest house.
South Ibrahimi 
Mosque SquareSettlersGotink Building16-11-202019

He was severely beatenTel-RumaidahSettlersHaitham Abu 
Aisha17-11-202020

Surveillance cameras are 
set up at the entrance to 
Ghaith and Salaymeh 

lanes.

East of the 
Ibrahimi MosqueIOF

Ghaith and Al 
Salaimeh 

neighborhood
17-11-202021

A Talmudic candlestick is 
erected on the southern 

corner of the Haram’s roof.
The roof of the 

Ibrahimi MosqueSettlersThe Ibrahimi 
Mosque18-11-202022

Holding a reception for the 
party group of the 

extremist religious Shas 
movement.

The area of 
Ibrahimi MosqueSettlersA group of citizens19-11-202023
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Preventing the passage of 
worshipers heading to 

prayer in the Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

Entrance of the 
Ibrahimi mosqueIOFA group of citizens20-11-202024

A provocative tour of the 
markets and 

neighborhoods

The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 
square .

SettlersA group of citizens21-11-202025

Firing tear gas and stun 
grenades at the citizens, 
their homes and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada StreetIOFA group of citizens21-11-202026

ArrestThe Ibrahimi 
Mosque SquareIOFTwo young men22-11-202027

 Breaking into the old
 municipality building and

 staying in it for several
.hours

 Old Municipality
Gate SquareIOF

The old 
municipality 

building
23-11-202028

Breaking into a number of 
houses, taking roofs and 

moving across them.
 Banydaar

neighborhoodIOFCitizens' homes24-11-202029

* Raiding and searching 
the house 

* The arrest of the young 
Muhammad Abu Hayya

Old Shalalah 
StreetIOF

* Mahmoud Abu 
Hayya's house 

* Muhammad Abu 
Hayya

26-11-202030

BeatingAbu Al-reesh 
checkpointIOFMalik Youssef 

Noman27-11-202031

Preventing the passage of 
worshipers heading to 

prayer in the Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

Entrance of the 
Ibrahimi mosqueIOFA group of citizens27-11-202032

Attacking citizens and 
their homes with stones

Jaber 
neighborhoodSettlersCitizens' homes28-11-202033

Arrest and beatings.Jaber 
neighborhoodIOF27-11-202034

A provocative tour of the 
markets

The popular 
market, Old 

municipal square 
and Banydaar 
neighborhood

SettlersA group of citizens28-11-202035

Firing tear gas and stun 
grenades at the citizens, 
their homes and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada StreetIOFA group of citizens28-11-202036

They were run over by a 
settler's car

The Enterance of 
Salaymeh 

neighborhood
Settlers

* Asma Muhammad 
Rizk Al-Salaymeh (43) 

years old 
* The girl Hadeel Dirar 
Al-Salaymeh (13) years 

old. 
* Mays Diaa Al-

Salaimeh (9) years old

29-11-202037

IOF prevented the call for 
prayer (adhan) for 47 timesIbrahimi MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-10\ 

-31\10\202038
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Description of 

assault
Location of 

assaultAttackerAttackedDate#

Large numbers of military 
transport vehicles use the 

site as a parking lot.

The 
Ibrahimiyyah 
School Square

Israel 
Occupation 
Force(IOF)

Citizen's 
properties1-12-20201

Giving a financial fine 
under the pretext of not 
wearing the muzzle, and 
this is a step to embody 
Israeli sovereignty over 

the Old City.

* The Ibrahimi 
mosque's square

Israel 
policeBian Abu Zina1-12-20202

Breaking into the ground 
and cracking some olive 

trees.

Wadi Al-
Husayn / near the 

wall of the 
Kiryat Arba 
settlement

Settlers
The land of the 
citizen Munther 

Jaber
1-12-20203

Breaking into the house 
and searching its rooms 

and facilities.
Old Shalalah 

Street(IOF)Mahmoud Abu 
Hayya's house2-12-20204

Breaking into the land and 
stealing the olives.

Wadi Al-
Husayn / near the 

wall of the 
Kiryat Arba 
settlement

Settlers
The land of the 
citizen Munther 

Jaber
3-12-20205

Breaking into the old 
municipality building and 

staying in it for several 
hours.

Old municipal 
square(IOF)

The old 
municipality 

Building
3-12-20206

Preventing the passage of 
worshipers heading to 

prayer in the Al-Haram al-
Ibrahimi.

Gates and 
entrances to the 
Old City and the 
Ibrahimi Mosque

IOFA group of 
citizens4-12-20207

A provocative tour of the 
markets

The popular 
market, Old 

municipal square 
and Banydaar 
neighborhood

SettlersA group of 
citizens5-12-20208

Firing tear gas and stun 
grenades at the citizens, 
their homes and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhadaa StreetIOFA group of 

citizens5-12-20209

Breaking into the homes 
of citizens and climbing 

onto their roofs and 
moving across them from 
house to house, causing 
the violation of privacy 
and terrorizing children 

and women.

Al Oqba and Al 
Sawakna 

neighborhoods.
IOFCitizens' Houses 6-12-202010

12. Monthly Violations Table (December 2020):
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Caravan erected for 
settlement purposes

The 
Ibrahimiyyah 

School Square/ 
Sahleh area.

SettlersThe Ibrahimiyyah 
School Square10-12-202011

Preventing the passage 
of worshipers heading 
to prayer in the Al-
Haram al-Ibrahimi.

Gates and 
entrances to the 

Old City and 
the Ibrahimi 

Mosque

IOFA group of 
citizens11-12-202012

Building a settlement 
room on the lands of the 

citizens
Al BaqaSettlersAl Baqa'a lands 11-12-202013

Physical assaultAl BaqaSettlers
* Aref Balah Jaber 

* Saher Musa 
Jaber

11-12-202014

The Ibrahimi Mosque 
was stormed by 

Minister of Religions in 
the Occupying 

government

The Ibrahimi 
mosque

IOF + 
SettlersIbrahimi Mosque11-12-202015

Firing tear gas and stun 
grenades at the citizens, 
their homes and shops.

Entrance to 
Shuhada StreetIOFA group of 

citizens11-12-202016

Storm and searchOld Shalalah 
StreetIOFMahmoud Abu 

Hayya's house11-12-202017

A provocative tour of 
the markets

The popular 
market, Old 
municipal 
square and 
Banydaar 

neighborhood

SettlersA group of 
citizens12-12-202018

Close the gate in the 
wall and prevent the 

entry or exit of citizens.
South Ibrahimi 
Mosque SquareIOF

Gaith and 
Salaymeh 

neighborhoods
13-12-202019

Holding a party and 
religious rituals in its 

squares
Ibrahimi 

Mosques' areaSettlersIbrahimi Mosque 
and its squares14-12-202020

Reconstruction of a 
settlement room on the 

lands of the Jaber 
family

Al BaqaSettlersAl Baqa'a lands16-12-202021

Celebrations and 
religious rituals and a 
candlestick erected in 

the Qazzazin market in 
front of Badran Café

Old city marketIOF + 
SettlersQazzazin market17-12-202022

Establishing platforms 
for Bible rituals.

The Ibrahimi 
Mosque Square 
/ near the rest

SettlersIbrahimi Mosques' 
squares17-12-202023
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A provocative tour of 
the markets

The popular 
market, 

Municipal 
Square

SettlersA group of 
citizens18-12-202024

Attacks on houses with 
stones and empty 

bottles, and physical 
attacks on the local 

residents.

Tel Rumeida + 
Al-Shuhada 

Street
SettlersCitizens and its 

houses18-12-202025

Removal of military 
caravans located on the 

garage inside the 
military camp.

The old bus 
stationIOFOld Bus station20-12-202026

Breaking into a number 
of homes, climbing 
onto the roofs and 

moving across them.

Banydaar 
neighborhoodIOFCitizens' homes21-12-202027

Attacking Palestinian 
cars passing by on the 

main street

Old 
Municipality 
Gate Square

SettlersCitizens' cares21-12-202028

Pruning olive trees and 
others.

Banydaar 
neighborhoodSettlersIbrahimi Mosques' 

trees23-12-202029

Building another new 
settlement room on the 

lands of the Jaber 
family

Al BaqaSettlersAl Baqa'a lands23-12-202030

A provocative tour of 
the markets

The popular 
market, 

Municipal 
Square

SettlersA group of 
citizens25-12-202031

Putting concrete blocks 
on the street passing 

through the Jaber 
neighborhood.

Jaber 
nighborhoodIOFPublic street31-12-202032

IOF prevented the call 
for prayer (adhan) for 

46 times
Ibrahimi 
MosqueIOFIbrahimi Mosque1-12\ 

-31\12\202033


